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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Redlands (City) is applying to the State Water Regional Control Board (SWRCB) for a
State Revolving Fund (SRF) loan to upgrade and update the Wastewater Treatment Facility (Project).
The SRF Loan Program is partially funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);
therefore, the Project will have both state and federal funding. The purpose of the proposed Project is
to complete an assessment of the wastewater treatment process components, make recommendations
for improvements or repairs and implement repairs and upgrades to the facility to forgo future repairs
and updates for the next 20 to 30 years. The SWRCB, Division of Financial Assistance, is the
Responsible (Lead) Agency for the project. The Project is subject to compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) because it requires approval by a State agency and is subject to
compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) because it will receive
federal funding.
The approximately 81-acre Project is located at 1950 Nevada Street in the City of Redlands in San
Bernardino County, California. Since 1962, the City has owned and operated the City of Redlands
Water Reclamation Facility. The original wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) was constructed in 1962.
In 1971, the California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) instituted new discharge
requirements. The WWTP underwent an extensive expansion and modification in 1972. The facility
has undergone several updates and additional construction episodes since then: 1987, 2004, and 2010.
The current plant has an average flow of 5.8 million gallons per day (mgd). The Project involves
upgrade to the existing WWTP with a state-of-the-art 9.5 mgd membrane bioreactor (MBR) filtration
complex (MBR system) and includes improvements for reliability and redundancy. Utility work and
pipeline installation would typically include trenching to a maximum depth of 15 feet in a corridor
approximately 15 feet wide. Excavations required for the prefabricated buildings foundations would
have a maximum depth of 2 feet.
The cultural resources investigation included a search of the Sacred Lands File, records search, historic
map review, and pedestrian survey were completed. Results from the Sacred Lands File search from
the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was received on May 9, 2019 and a records search
was completed at the South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC) on April 30, 2019. The
NAHC indicated that the Sacred Lands File search was positive. However, no specific information on
the location or nature of the resource was provided. The NAHC recommended that the San Manuel
Band of Mission Indians (SMBMI) be contacted for more information. Project notification letters
were sent by the City to nine Native American Tribes with an invitation to consult on the Project under
Assembly Bill (AB) 52. To date, responses have been received from four Tribes, including the SMBMI.
Additional consultation under AB 52 is on-going and anticipated to conclude on July 29, 2021.
No cultural resources were identified within the Project area from the records search. An archaeological
field survey and inventory of the built environment of the WWTP property and percolation ponds was
completed on May 6, 2019. Because the facility was originally built in 1962 and subsequent updates
were completed in 1972, those features, buildings and structures were documented as a single site, the
historic core of the Redlands WWTP. A total of 38 features were documented as part of this effort.
No prehistoric resources were identified during this effort. On May 3, 2021, survey was conducted of
the newly-added force main pipeline between the main WWTP facility and the percolation ponds. One
water-fitting structure (Feature 39) was identified during that survey and recorded as an additional
feature of the Redlands WWTP site.
As part of this study, an evaluation of the Redlands WWTP was completed for eligibility to the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), and local
designation as a City of Redlands Historic Resource. As a result, the site is recommended as not eligible
1
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for inclusion in the NRHP, the CRHR, or for local listing. No Historic Properties will be affected and
no further work on this resource is required.
The areas within the Santa Ana River drainage are not conducive towards prehistoric site preservation,
despite the potential for accretional deposition. The soils that compose the terrace above the river in
the southern portion of the WWTP property may have buried sites, but the property has had heavy
disturbances from the construction and expansion of the Redlands WWTP over time and intact
subsurface deposits are not expected to exist.
In the unlikely event that subsurface archaeological materials are identified during ground-disturbing
activities, work shall be halted within 100 feet (30 meters) of the find. A qualified archaeologist shall
be retained to record and evaluated the find. If the unanticipated discovery is determined to be a
historic property under Section 106 of the NHPA or a historical resource or unique archaeological
resource under CEQA, the City shall notify the SHPO, consulting Native American groups, and the
Advisory Council within 48 hours of the discovery. The archaeologist shall develop a mitigation or
treatment plan in consultation with the City that satisfies the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA
and Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21083.2 and Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines. The
mitigation/treatment plan shall include recordation, on-site preservation, data recovery and curation,
and/or other measures to protect or preserve the significance of the resource. Work shall not resume
until the City has given authorization to resume work.
In the unlikely event that human remains are encountered, all activity within the work location shall be
halted, and the City and San Bernardino County Coroner shall be notified immediately, with procedures
implemented to comply with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(e), California Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5(b), and California PRC 5097.98.

1.0 UNDERTAKING DESCRIPTION
1.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The Project is located in the City of Redlands, San Bernardino County, California (Figure 1). The
Project is located on unsectioned portion of the San Bernardino Land Grant on the Redlands 7.5’ U.S.
Geological Survey topographic quadrangle (Figure 2). The approximately 80.85-acre project is the
current property of the Redlands WWTP. It is located at 1950 Nevada Street in north Redlands, north
of Interstate 10, and west of Interstate 210 (Foothill Freeway). The Project includes the main WWTP
facility located on Nevada Street and the alignment of the force main pipeline extending from the main
facility to the percolation ponds east of Alabama Street. The Project is situated along the Santa Ana
River, which flows from the east to west on the north side of the Project.

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the proposed project is to complete an assessment of the wastewater treatment process
components, make recommendations for improvements or repairs necessary to handle existing inflow
based on the assessment, prepare an implementation plan for suggested work, and complete the design
of resulting projects(s) to maintain the WWTP at its current capacity and allow the City to forgo future
improvements for the next 20 to 30 years.
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WWTP Facility Upgrades. The Project involves upgrade to the existing WWTP with a state-ofthe-art 9.5 mgd MBR filtration complex (MBR system) and includes the necessary improvements for
reliability and redundancy. An MBR system is a widely used sanitation system designed to settle
solids, use microbes to digest sludge, and separate sludge from treated effluent, which then is clean
enough to be discharged back into the water table. Construction of the upgrades and improvements
is estimated to require approximately 24 months. This would include earthwork on approximately
75,000 square feet within the current property. Construction would include the installation of five
prefabricated buildings, each of which would be approximately 400 square feet in area, a new mixing
system for the peak storage ponds as well as proper pedestrian access to the bottom of the ponds, a
new centrate equalization tank, and replacement and upgrades of pumps. Excavations required for
the prefabricated buildings foundations would have a maximum depth of 2 feet. Proposed
landscaping includes planting of approximately 50 trees along the east side of the frontage road and
the along the southern and eastern perimeter of the facility. Other site improvements include
beautification and an entry monument at the Nevada Street entrance, landscaping along the existing
access road from Nevada Street, walkway and patio improvements, informational exhibits, and a
small access road west of the main operations building. Project construction would require
approximately 6,500 linear feet of utility trenching. Utility work would typically include trenching to
a maximum depth of 15 feet in a corridor approximately 15 feet wide.
Redundant Pipelines. The Project also involves construction of four redundant pipelines to
increase system reliability. A 300-foot-long pipeline will be constructed from the headworks located
at the center of the plant and will trend northeasterly and then northerly to tie-in to the primary
clarifiers. A 375-foot-long pipeline will be constructed from the primary clarifiers and will trend
westerly to the peak storage ponds at the northwestern section of the plant. A 220-foot-long pipeline
will be constructed along the northern edge of the plant from aeration basin to membrane basins. A
1,200-foot-long, 27-inch diameter force main pipeline will be constructed from the effluent pump
station and will trend southerly and then easterly through the drying ponds, approximately 10 feet
from and roughly parallel to the existing pipeline, and across Alabama Street to the southwest corner
of the percolation ponds. The new force main pipeline will end in a valve vault with a tee between
the two pipelines before the first percolation pond. Trenching for the pipelines will impact a
maximum depth of 15 feet and a width of 15 feet.

1.3

PROJECT AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS (APE)

The Project’s APE is defined as the geographic extent where WWTP improvement activities will occur,
including access and staging areas and includes 81 acres. This includes the main WWTP facility and
the force main pipeline that connects the WWTP facility and the percolation ponds to the east (Figure
3). The APE includes all areas where potential direct and indirect effects may occur. The vertical APE
extends to a maximum of 15 feet below ground surface.
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Figure 1. Project Vicinity Map
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Figure 2. Project Location Map
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Figure 3. Project APE Map
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2.0 REGULATORY SETTING
2.1

FEDERAL REGULATIONS

This investigation was completed under the provisions of Section 106 of the NHPA. The NHPA
establishes a federal program for the preservation of historic properties throughout the country.
Historic properties are defined as those resources that are listed in or eligible for listing in the NRHP.
Section 106 of the NHPA, and its implementing regulations, 36 CFR Part 800 “Protection of Historic
Properties,” requires that federal agencies must take into account the effects of their actions on historic
properties and must afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) a reasonable
opportunity to comment on their actions.
The Section 106 process includes five steps: (1) initiating the Section 106 process, (2) identifying
historic properties, (3) assessing adverse effects, (4) resolving adverse effects, and (5) implementing the
project and any stipulations in an agreement document.
To determine whether an undertaking could affect NRHP-listed or -eligible properties, cultural
resources (including archaeological, historical, and architectural properties) must be inventoried and
evaluated for listing in the NRHP. For a property to be considered for inclusion in the NRHP, it must
meet the criteria for evaluation set forth in 36 CFR § 60.4, as follows:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture
is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
a) that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns
of our history;
b) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
c) that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or that
represent the work of a master or that possess high artistic values or that represent a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
Among other criteria considerations, a property that has achieved significance within the last 50 years
is not considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP unless certain exceptional conditions are met.
Under 36 CFR § 800.5(1), an adverse effect to a historic property is found when an undertaking may
alter, directly or indirectly, any of the characteristics of a historic property that qualify the property for
inclusion in the NRHP in a manner that would diminish the integrity of the property’s location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association. Adverse effects may include reasonably
foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking that may occur later in time, be farther removed in
distance, or be cumulative.
Section 106 affords consulting Native American Tribes, the ACHP, and the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) a reasonable opportunity to comment on any undertaking that would adversely affect
historic properties. Consultation with Native American tribes and SHPO occurs throughout the
Section 106 process. The ACHP can be invited to participate in the Section 106 review process by any
of the consulting parties, and typically assists in identifying or negotiating appropriate treatments for
the resolution of adverse effects to historic properties that cannot be avoided through project redesign.
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The U.S. Secretary of the Interior (SOI) has published professional qualification standards under 36
CFR Part 61 to define the minimum education and experience required to complete cultural resources
assessments and identification under Section 106 of the NRHP. These standards are applied to cultural
resources assessments and studies at the state level.

2.2

STATE REGULATIONS

This investigation was completed under the provisions of CEQA. Sections 21083.2 and 21084.1 of the
Statutes of CEQA, PRC Section 5024.1, and Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines were also used
as basic guidelines for the cultural resource study (Governor’s Office of Planning and Research 1998).
AB 52 of 2014 amended PRC Section 5097.94 and added PRC Sections 21073, 21074, 21080.3.1,
21080.3.2, 21082.3, 21083.09, 21084.2, and 21084.3. AB 52 established that “tribal cultural resource”
(TCRs) must be considered under CEQA and provided for additional Native American consultation
requirements for the lead agency. The California Health and safety Code 7050.5(b) also applies to this
study.
PRC 5024.1 requires evaluation of historical resources to determine their eligibility for listing on the
CRHR. In California, the term “historical resource” includes but is not limited to “any object, building,
structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which is historically or archaeologically significant, or
is significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social,
political, military, or cultural annals of California” (California PRC Section 5020.1(j)). Historical
resources also include any site described in a local register of historic resources, or identified as
significant in a historical resources survey (meeting the requirements of California PRC Section
5024.1(q)).
The purposes of the CRHR are to maintain listings of the state’s historical resources and to indicate
which properties are to be protected from substantial adverse change (Office of Historic Preservation
1997). The criteria for listing resources on the CRHR were expressly developed to be in accordance
with previously established criteria developed for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. A
resource is determined significant if it:
1) is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California’s history and cultural heritage;
2) is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
3) Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of installation, or
represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values;
4) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
Among other criteria considerations, a property that has achieved significance within the last 45 years
is not considered eligible for inclusion in the CRHR.
Under CEQA, if an archaeological site is not a historical resource but meets the definition of a “unique
archeological resource” as defined in PRC Section 21083.2, then it should be treated in accordance
with the provisions of that section. A unique archaeological resource is defined as follows:
1) Containing information needed to answer important scientific research questions with a
demonstrable public interest in that information.
2) A special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the best available example
of its type.
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3) Being directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event
or person (PRC Section 21083.2(g)).
Section 21074 describes a TCR as a site, feature, place, cultural landscape, sacred place, or object that
is considered of cultural value to a California Native American Tribe and that is either:



On or determined to be eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources or a local
historic register; or
A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence,
to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 5024.1.

Assembly Bill (AB) 52 formalizes the lead agency–tribal consultation process, requiring the lead agency
to initiate consultation with California Native American groups that are traditionally and culturally
affiliated with the project site, including tribes that may not be federally recognized. Lead agencies are
required to begin consultation prior to the release of a negative declaration, mitigated negative
declaration, or environmental impact report.
Section 1 (a)(9) of AB 52 establishes that “a substantial adverse change to a tribal cultural resource has
a significant effect on the environment.” Effects on TCRs should be considered under CEQA. Section
6 of AB 52 adds Section 21080.3.2 to the PRC, which states that parties may propose mitigation
measures “capable of avoiding or substantially lessening potential significant impacts to a tribal cultural
resource or alternatives that would avoid significant impacts to a tribal cultural resource.” Further, if a
California Native American tribe requests consultation regarding project alternatives, mitigation
measures, or significant effects to tribal cultural resources, the consultation shall include those topics
(PRC Section 21080.3.2[a]). The environmental document and the mitigation monitoring and reporting
program (where applicable) shall include any mitigation measures that are adopted (PRC Section
21082.3[a]).

The California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5(b) specifies protocol when human remains are
discovered. Specifically, burials or human remains found either inside or outside a known cemetery are
not to be disturbed or removed unless by authority of law, and the area of a discovery of human
remains should remain undisturbed until the County Coroner is notified and has examined the remains
prior to determining the appropriate course of action.

2.3

LOCAL REGULATIONS

The City of Redlands provides policies for the preservation of historic and cultural resources within
Chapter 2 of the 2017 City of Redlands General Plan.
Section 2.2 Cultural Resources. The Cultural Resources section describes the long history of human
occupation of the Redlands area. There are several resources that are listed on the NRHP and CRHR
as well as California Historical Landmarks and Points of Historical Interest within the City. In addition,
the City maintains a list of local historical resources through the Development Services Department.
This list includes 8 historic/ scenic districts, 747 properties, and 630 properties contributing to historic
districts. The General Plan also states that archaeological and paleontological resources are protected
under CEQA as cultural resources.
Goal for being a Distinctive City: Enhance Redlands as a distinctive community, unique in the
Inland Empire, combining a “small town feeling” with historic architecture and a rich cultural
heritage while welcoming innovation and adapting to the needs of future generations.
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Principles:
2-P.8: Identify, maintain, protect, and enhance Redlands’ cultural, historic, social, economic,
architectural, agricultural, archaeological, and scenic heritage. In so doing, Redlands
will preserve its unique character and beauty, foster community pride, conserve the
character and architecture of its neighborhoods and commercial and rural areas, enable
citizens and visitors to enjoy and learn about local history, and provide a framework
for making appropriate physical changes.
2-P.9: Provide incentives to protect, preserve, and maintain the city’s heritage.
2-P.10: Foster an understanding and appreciation of history and architecture.
2-P.11: Encourage retention of the character of existing historic structures and urban design
elements that define the built environment of the city’s older neighborhoods.
2-P.12: Encourage retention of historic structures in their original use or reconversion to their
original use where feasible. Encourage sensitive, adaptive reuse where the original use
is no longer feasible.
2-P.13: Encourage preservation of and public access to defined and established significant
scenic vistas, viewpoints, and view corridors.
2-P.14: Coordinate preservation of historic resources with policies designed to preserve
neighborhoods and support the affordability of housing in historical structures.
2-P.15: Balance the preservation of historic resources with the desire of property owners of
historic structures to adopt energy efficient strategies.
2-P.16: Work with local paleontologists to identify significant non-renewable paleontological
resources.
2-P.17: Protect archaeological and paleontological resources for their aesthetic, scientific,
educational, and cultural values
Actions:
Historic City Properties
2-A.36: Maintain and improve City-owned historic buildings and houses in an architecturally
and environmentally sensitive manner.
2-A.37: Maintain and improve Redlands’ streets, trees, streetlights, parkways, parks, stone
curbs, ditches, walls, and citrus groves in a manner that enhances the city’s beauty and
historic fabric.
2-A.38: Use exemplary design quality and sensitivity to surrounding historic structures in new
City construction, public works, entry ways, and City signs.
Archaeological and Paleontological Resources
2-A.71: Using an annually updated Archaeological Resource Sensitivity Map, review proposed
development projects to determine whether a site contains known prehistoric or
historic cultural resources and/or to determine the potential for discovery of
additional cultural resources.
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2-A.72: Require that applicants for projects identified by the South Central Coastal
Information Center as potentially affecting sensitive resource sites hire a consulting
archaeologist to develop an archaeological resource mitigation plan and to monitor
the project to ensure that mitigation measures are implemented.
2-A.73: Require that areas found during construction to contain significant historic or
prehistoric archaeological artifacts be examined by a qualified consulting archaeologist
(RPA certified) or historian for appropriate protection and preservation.
2-A .74: Proactively coordinate with the area’s native tribes in the review and protection of
any tribal cultural resources dis-covered at development sites.
2-A.75: Require, as a standard condition of approval, that project applicants provide an
assessment as to whether grading for the proposed project would impact underlying
soil units or geologic formations that have a moderate to high potential to yield
fossiliferous materials, prior to issuance of a grading permit. If the potential for fossil
discovery is moderate to high, require applicants to provide a paleontological monitor
during rough grading of the project.
2-A.76: Establish a procedure for the management of paleontological materials found on-site
during a development, including the following provisions:
i. If materials are found on-site during grading, require that work be halted until
a qualified professional evaluates the find to determine if it represents a
significant paleontological resource.
ii. If the resource is determined to be significant, the paleontologist shall
supervise removal of the material and determine the most appropriate
archival storage of the material.
iii. Appropriate materials shall be prepared, catalogued, and archived at the
applicant’s expense and shall be retained within San Bernardino County if
feasible

3.0 NATURAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
3.1

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The Project is broadly located the San Bernardino Valley, a broad river valley that is part of the Upper
Santa Ana River Basin. The Upper Santa Ana River Basin is bounded by the San Bernardino Mountains,
part of the Transverse Ranges to the north, and the Redlands Badlands and Box Springs Mountains to
the south. The Santa Ana River flows from the San Bernardino Mountains into the valley and
continuing southwest through the Jurupa Valley and the Santa Ana Mountains and Chino Hills into
Orange County. The topography in the more immediate vicinity of the project area is characterized by
a high energy alluvial river corridor, that is seasonally flooded, typically in the winter, and after summer
thunderstorms. The project area is on an alluvial terrace on the south side of the river, generally flat
with a slight slope from south to north. The elevation of the project area varies approximately from
approximately 1,168 to 1,195 feet above mean sea level (amsl) in the main part of the WWTP property,
and approximately 1,187 to 1,224 feet amsl in the percolation ponds.
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The project area is very geologically active. The San Andreas Fault passes along the foothills of the San
Bernardino Mountains before turning north through the Cajon Pass. On the south side of the San
Bernardino Valley, two other active faults, the San Jacinto and Crafton Hills faults run northwest to
southeast and west to east, respectively. The San Andreas Fault marks the area where the North
American Plate and the Pacific Plate meet, aiding in the creation of the Transverse Ranges. These
mountains began to rise from this tectonic activity around 11 million years ago. The Santa Ana River
Basin is a large catchment basin for the several creeks, streams, and river that flow intermittently
depending on winter snow fall in the mountains and summer monsoonal rains. The Santa Ana River
drainage is mainly a lateral accretional environment characterized by high energy and volume alluvial
deposits from the Quaternary and Holocene periods.
Soil components found in the project area are defined by the Natural Resources Conservation Service
Soil Survey Geographic database are Hanford series, Tujunga series, Psamments, Fluevents, and other
frequently flooded soils (Soil Survey Staff 2019). The Hanford soils are sandy loam found on the terrace
above the river channel. Tujunga series loamy sand is located along the terrace edge and just below the
terrace in the main part of the WWTP. The Psamments, Fluevents, and other frequently flooded soils
are poorly sorted sandy alluvium with high gravel and cobble content, and heavily disturbed by active
alluvial processes.
The Project is bounded by the Santa Ana River to the north. The vicinity of the Project has historically
been agricultural, mainly citrus orchards, but in recent decades the land has been developed into
industrial warehouses. The plant life of the project area consists of native flora such as sage, chaparral
and native grasses and forbs, as well as introduced species such as eucalyptus.

3.2

CULTURAL SETTING

The Project is located in the Southern California interior, which has a cultural history extending back
at least 10,000 years before present (BP) and has been extensively researched and documented.

3.2.1

Prehistoric Overview

Humans have lived within California for at least 10,000 years, and several chronologies have been
proposed to divide different periods of habitation and development. The commonly used chronology
(Wallace 1955) divides this time span into the Early Period (10,000 years BP to 8,000 years BP), the
Milling Stone Period (8,000 years BP to 3,000 years BP), the Intermediate Period (3,000 years BP to
AD 1000), the Late Prehistoric Period (AD 1000 to 1770), and the Historic Period (1770 to present).
Different patterns and types of material culture represent each of these periods.
Large projectile points from the Early Period indicate subsistence on large animals, although it is likely
that the diet also included smaller game and harvested plants. Sites representing this period have been
found mostly inland at prehistoric lakebeds (e.g., China Lake, Tulare Lake) (Wallace 1955). Few Early
Period sites have been documented in Southern California, mostly on Channel Islands, and along the
San Dieguito River.
The Milling Stone Period is characterized by milling stones and manos used in the preparation of plant
and seed-based foods. Terrestrial game supplemented the diet during this time (Wallace 1978:28). This
period is also characterized as being extremely resilient and long-lasting. During this period and in
subsequent cultural periods, the inland areas of the Southern California exhibit cultural assemblages
from both the coastal cultures as well as the Mojave Desert/ Great Basin cultures.
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During the Intermediate Period, subsistence expanded to a greater diversity of plant foods. Tools used
during this period included mortars and pestles to process plant-based foods (Wallace 1978:30). In the
Southern California interior, many sites exhibit Milling Stone Period assemblages until roughly 1,000
years BP (Sutton and Gardner 2010). Takic speakers from the Central Valley entered Southern
California around 3,500 BP. By around years 1,000 BP, Takic speakers had moved into interior
Southern California (Sutton 2009)
During the Late Prehistoric Period, the native inhabitants lived throughout much of Southern and
Central California in semi-permanent villages with a complex trade network among groups. Subsistence
was based primarily on fauna, supplemented by some plant foods, including acorns. Larger villages
served as trade centers, and shell beads were introduced as currency for the exchange of goods, which
was supported by a strong artistic tradition in bone, shell, stone, and basketry (Chartkoff and Chartkoff
1988:181; Grant 1965, 1978).
The Historic Period is marked by the first periods of contact and exploration by European settlers
along the California coast beginning in the 16th century. This period saw the decimation of native
peoples throughout California due to disease, incorporation into the mission system, and loss of
territory and traditional cultural practices (Castillo 1978).
Few prehistoric archaeological resources have been recorded in the vicinity of the Project. This may
be due in part to the location of the Project next to the Santa Ana River and periodic flooding, which
has eroded or buried prehistoric sites along its channel.

3.2.2

Ethnographic Overview

The Project area is within traditional lands of the Serrano. The Serrano people inhabited the San
Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountains, the Mojave Desert to the north and south into the San
Bernardino Valley. Serrano is a dialect of the Serran sub-group of the Takic language group within the
Uto-Aztecan family of languages (Bean and Smith 1978).
The Serrano lived in several different environmental zones that they could use to exploit a variety of
resources. The Serrano were mainly hunters and gatherers who occasionally fished. Game that was
hunted included bighorn sheep, deer, antelope, rabbits, small rodents, and various birds. Vegetable
staples consisted of acorns, piñon nuts, bulbs and tubers, shoots and roots, berries, mesquite, barrel
cacti, and Joshua tree (Bean and Smith 1978).
A variety of materials were used for hunting, gathering, and processing food, as well as for shelter,
clothing, and luxury items. Shells, wood, bone, stone, plant materials, and animal skins and feathers
were used for making baskets, pottery, blankets, mats, nets, bags and pouches, cordage, awls, bows,
arrows, drills, stone pipes, musical instruments, and clothing (Bean and Smith 1978).
Settlement locations were determined by water availability, and most Serranos lived in small villages
near water sources. Houses and ramadas were round and constructed of poles covered with bark and
tule mats (Kroeber 1925). Most Serrano villages also had a ceremonial house used as a religious center.
Other structures within the village might include granaries and sweathouses (Bean and Smith 1978).
The Serrano were loosely organized along patrilineal lines and associated themselves with either the
Tukum (wildcat) or the Wahilyam (coyote) moiety. Organization of individual bands of Serrano was
considered by Kroeber (1925) to be similar to political groups. Tribes, as opposed to bands, were larger
in numbers and more socially complex, and can be distinguished from each other by having distinct
dialects based on spatial discreteness.
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Partly due to their mountainous inland territory, contact between Serrano and European-Americans
was minimal prior to the early 1800s. In 1819, a capilla (chapel) was established near present-day
Redlands and was used to relocate many Serrano to Mission San Gabriel. However, small groups of
Serrano remained in the area northeast of the San Gorgonio Pass and were able to preserve some of
their native culture. Today, many Serrano live on the Morongo and San Manuel Indian reservations
(Bean and Smith 1978; Bean and Vane 2002).
There are no known ethnographic resources such as villages in the vicinity of the Project. The San
Manuel Reservation is located in Highland about 4.5 miles north of the Project.

3.2.3

Historic Overview

Europeans first sailed up the coast of California in 1542 as part of a Spanish expedition led by the
Portuguese captain, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo. Spain would not resume in-depth exploration and
settlement of the region until much later, when Russian and French encroachment threatened Spain’s
interests in the territories known as Alta California (Upper California). The return of Spanish presence
in California was marked by the 1769 expedition led by Captain Gaspar de Portola (Treutlein 1968:291).
This was the start of the Spanish Period (1769 to 1821) of California history. During this period, Spain
began to establish a system of pueblos, presidios, ranchos, and missions along the California coast to
bolster Spanish settlement and presence. The Spanish Franciscan missionaries established a system of
21 missions along El Camino Real, the main north-south travel route. The missions subsumed much
of the Native American population during the process, leading to their decline and increasingly hostile
relationships between the Europeans and the Native Americans (Castillo 1978; Cleland 1941).
The Mexican Revolution in 1821 initiated the Mexican Period (1821 to 1848), but initially saw little
change to the mission system and way of life. In the 1830s, the missions were secularized and divided
into large land grants called ranchos. The Mexican government granted ranchos throughout California
to soldiers, settlers, and government officials (Castillo 1978). During this time, Euro-American
explorers traversed the Sierra Nevada Mountains, including Jedidiah Smith, Pete Skene Ogden of the
Hudson’s Bay Fur Company, and Captain Joseph Reddeford Walker.
In 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the Mexican-American War and marked the start of
the American Period (1848 to present). That same year, gold was discovered near Sacramento and
spurred the California Gold Rush, bringing thousands of miners and settlers to California, most of
whom settled in the northern portion of the state (Castillo 1978; Cleland 1941).
The City of Redlands
Redlands is located on a portion of the land known during the Mexican Period as Rancho San
Bernardino, which was granted by the Mexican government to Don Antonio Maria Lugo and his three
sons in 1842. In 1851, the Lugo family sold a portion of the rancho to Mormon settlers, who founded
the City of San Bernardino (Cleland 1941; Moore, F. 1987; Richards 1966).
The area of present-day Redlands that lies north of what is now Colton Avenue was sparsely settled in
the 1850s, during the Mormon Period, and called Lugonia, after the Lugo family of Rancho San
Bernardino. During the 1860s and 1870s, much of the land in Lugonia was planted in vineyards. The
arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad in Colton in 1875 and the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railroad in San Bernardino in 1885 increased communications, travel, and shipping. The Southern
Pacific did not pass through Redlands, the rail company instead built its line through San Timoteo
Canyon to the south on its way to Yuma and points east. The California Southern Railroad, a subsidiary
of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad, built a loop line from San Bernardino through
Redlands, Mentone, and Highland in 1888 (Horne 1998). A real estate boom brought about by
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inexpensive rail fares and aggressive real estate promotions was in progress by the late 1880s. Many
new families began to arrive and numerous small towns, including Redlands, were founded. The
Redlands Colony was formed in 1881 by Frank E. Brown, a civil engineer from Connecticut, and
Edward G. Judson, a businessman from New York. The original settlement comprised 160 acres
centered on the present-day intersection of Center Street and Cypress Avenue and was sparsely
populated. As a result of the real estate boom, the present central business district around Orange and
State Streets was platted and lots were auctioned in 1887 (Dumke 1944:122). By 1888 there were 200
buildings including a hotel and five restaurants, and the community had grown to encompass several
thousand acres (Kupfer 1979; Moore. F. 1987; Moore, W. 1983). Redlands was surrounded by citrus
groves and vineyards that were irrigated by water from Big Bear Reservoir (Dumke 1944:123).
The new City of Redlands was subdivided from the beginning in anticipation of a quickly growing
population, but the economic depression of the 1890s resulted in most residential development prior
to World War II taking place in the area south of present-day Redlands Boulevard. In the Lugonia
district, north of Redlands Boulevard, development was sporadic, with residential lots interspersed
with large parcels of agricultural fields, which, by the turn of the Twentieth century, were mostly citrus
groves (Mermilliod 2002).
The Redlands WWTP was built on the outskirts and the northern boundary of the town in 1962 along
the Santa Ana River. During this period much of the area remained citrus orchards and other crops
along with farmhouses and few residences. Until the 1990s the area was largely agrarian. Since then,
the area has developed rapidly from agriculture to large-scale warehouses and logistics services. Much
of the arable land today around the Project has been converted into warehouses and industrial
developments.
Redlands Wastewater Treatment Plant
Modern wastewater treatment to control pollution and sewage became a major part of government
management in the United States in the early 20th century. However, wastewater treatment facilities did
not become major infrastructure facilities until after World War II. The Federal Water Pollution
Control Act was passed in 1948 to develop urban wastewater management throughout the United
States (Burian et al 2000; Colorado University 2019). By 1960, over half of the U.S. population had
access to some form of wastewater treatment. Before the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, most
sewage was treated through “Primary treatment”, a process of removing heavier solids from the sewage
before the sewage was pumped back into the local aquifer. Starting in 1972, wastewater treatment
plants across the country were upgraded to meet the new standards (Lofrano and Brown 2010;
Colorado University 2019).
The Redlands Sewage Treatment Facility was first built in 1962 and was composed of several buildings,
tanks and structures that cleaned the solids from the liquids and pumped the cleaned liquid back into
the Santa Ana River. A total of two buildings, a control building, and a garage, two primary clarifiers,
one primary digester, one reserve digester, five drying beds, several ancillary pump stations or housings,
an access road and a concrete-lined ditch remain from this initial period of construction.
In 1972, the facility was updated to include additional structures, tanks, drying beds, ponds, pumps,
and other apparatus to incorporate more intensive cleaning of water as mandated from environmental
legislation like the Clean Water Act and the standards from the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). A total of seven additional buildings (the effluent pump station, the dissolved air filtration
(DAFT) building, the sludge pump station, the digester control building, the blower building, the
headworks building, and the peak pond pump station), the headworks facility, the aeration basins and
blower facility, one additional primary clarifier, two secondary clarifiers, one additional digester, one
methane storage tank, two de-gassing ponds, one trickling filter tank, one trickling filter clarifier, a peak
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pond, a peak pond pump station, a DAFT system tank and pump station, an effluent pump station,
five drying basins, and eight percolation ponds (off Alabama Street) were built during this period of
construction, and remain present today.
Since 1972, the facility has undergone several updates and additional construction episodes: 1987, 2004,
and 2010. Some treated wastewater is pumped to percolation ponds in which the treated water saturates
back into the local aquifer, while other treated water is distributed to Mountainview Power Company
and others for power generation and irrigation purposes.

4.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
4.1

RECORDS SEARCH METHODS

A records search was conducted on April 30, 2019 at the South Central Coastal Information Center
(SCCIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) at California State
University, Fullerton in order to identify previously-recorded cultural resources within the project area
and within a 1 mile radius. The records search reviewed reports, site records, and the Historic Property
Data File, which identifies resources listed on or determined eligible for listing on the NRHP, the
CRHR, and local registers. It also included a review of resources listed as California Historical
Landmarks and California Points of Historical Interest. Historic GLO, and USGS maps were reviewed
as well as historic aerials to gather information on the building history of the project area over time
and assess the potential for encountering resources older than the WWTP itself. The results of the
records search are provided in Appendix A.

4.2

RECORDS SEARCH RESULTS

4.2.1

Previously Conducted Cultural Resources Studies

The records search identified 33 previous investigations have been completed within 1 mile of the
project area between 1977 and 2014. Of these, five investigations partially overlap portions of the
project area. All 33 investigations are detailed in Table 1 and the five studies that overlapped the project
area are discussed below.
Table 1. Previous Investigations within One Mile of the Project Area
CHRIS
Report
No. (SB-)

Year

Author(s)

00574

1977

Stephen R.
Hammond,
And Lois M.
Webb

01055

1980

Stephen R.
Hammond

Title

Affiliation

Proximity
to Project
Area

Cultural Resources Survey: Route
30 Between Interstate Route 10
And Arden Avenue, San
Bernardino County, California

Outside

Archaeological Survey Report:
Route 30 Between Third Street
and Route 10 At Tennessee Street

Outside
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CHRIS
Report
No. (SB-)
01783

01808

02062

02260

02466

02486

02625

02792

Year

Author(s)

Title

Affiliation

Proximity
to Project
Area

1988

David
Hornbeck, and
Howard Botts

Seven Oaks Dam Project: Water
Systems

Area Location
Systems

Outside

1988

R. Paul,
Hampson,
Jerrel
Sorensen,
Susan K.
Goldberg,
Mark T.
Swanson, and
Jeanne E.
Arnold

Cultural Resources Survey,
Upper Santa Ana River,
California

Greenwood
& Associates
and Infotec

Inside

1990

John M.
Foster

Archival Research for Cultural
Resources: Old Webster
Quarry, SEIR, San Bernardino
County

Greenwood
& Associates

Inside

1991

David
Carmichael

Documentary Research and Field
Reconnaissance Relating to
Cultural Resources at Norton Air
Force Base, California

Norton Air
Force Base

Outside

1991

Michael K.
Lerch

Cultural Resources Assessment of
Tentative Tract 15304, City of
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, California

Michael K.
Lerch &
Associates

Outside

1991

Roger G.
Hatheway,
John Romani,
and Joanne
Sanfilippo

An Architectural Determination
of Eligibility/Significance Report
and An Archaeological Survey for
The Marigold Business Park

Hatheway &
Associates

Outside

1992

Karen K
Swope, and
Michael K.
Lerch

Cultural Resources Assessment of
The Barton Center of Redlands,
Marigold Farms, City of
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, California

Michael K.
Lerch &
Associates

Outside

1993

Mason, Roger
D. And
Jeanette A.
Mckenna

Cultural Resources Survey for
The Cities Pavilion Project,
Redlands, CA

Chambers
Group, Inc

Outside
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CHRIS
Report
No. (SB-)

Year

Author(s)

Title

02853

1991

John M. Foster,
James J.
Schmidt,
Carmen A.
Weber,
Gwendolyn R.
Romani, and
Roberta S.
Greenwood

02857

1994

Marilyn
Mlazovsky

Pilot Rock Conservation Camp

03064

1995

Laurie White
and Robert S.
White

An Archaeological Assessment of
the 124+/- Acre Concept Plan 5
Citrus Plaza Project, Redlands,
CA

03141

1995

Bruce Love

03750

2000

Bruce Love

03856

2003

David Brunzell

Cultural Resource Investigation:
Inland Feeder Project, MWD of
Southern CA

Affiliation

Greenwood &
Associates

Proximity
to Project
Area

Outside

Outside
Archaeologica
l Associates

Outside

CRM Tech

Inside

CRM Tech

Outside

Archaeological Monitoring
Program, 1429 Shay Road, Big
Bear City, CA 92314

The Brunzell
Age

Outside

Bruce Love

Identification and Evaluation
of Historic Properties: City of
Redlands Recycled Water
Project in The City of
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, CA

CRM Tech

Inside

2004

Jeanette A.
Mckenna

An Architectural Review of
Standing Structures Located
Within the Proposed Redlands
Unified School District's
Proposed New School Site,
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, CA

Mckenna Et
Al

Outside

04592

2005

Bai “Tom”
Tang, Michael
Hogan, Casey
Tibbett, and
John J. Eddy

Historical/Archaeological
Resources Survey Report: ABTHaskell Company Composting
Plan Site Near the City of
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

04594

2005

Lorna Billat

Hwy 30/Ca-8817a

Outside

04048

04104

2001

Alabama Street All-Weather
Crossing
Westside Landfill Expansion
Project
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CHRIS
Report
No. (SB-)

04596

04600

04811

04831

05164

05165

05167

Year

Author(s)

Title

Affiliation

Proximity
to Project
Area

Jeanette
Mckenna

A Phase I Cultural Resources
Investigation of the Oakmont
Industrial Group Project Area,
Approximately 14.3 Acres in the
Redlands Area of San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

Michael Dice

Phase I Cultural Resources Survey
of a 73.45 Acre Property in
Unincorporated San Bernardino
County, APN: 0292-052-01, -03, 04, -06, -08, -10, -11, -12, -16 near
Nevada Street/Almond Avenue,
Section 13 of Township 1 North
Range 6 West, County of San
Bernardino, California

Outside

Jeanette A.
McKenna

Supplemental research and
Documentation of 1042 Pioneer
Ave. and 1074 Pioneer Ave.,
Redlands, San Bernardino Co.,
California

Outside

David Brunzell,
and Curt Duke

Cultural Resource Assessment:
Upper Santa Ana River Wash
Land Management and Habitat
Conservation Plan, San
Bernardino County, California

2005

Robert White,
and Laura
White

A Cultural Resources Assessment
of A 17.86 Acre Parcel Located
Northeast of The Intersection of
Pioneer Avenue and Nevada
Street, Near Redlands, San
Bernardino County

Outside

2005

Bai Tang,
Michael
Hogan, Mariam
Dahdul, Casey
Tibbet, Daniel
Ballester, and
Terri
Jacqueman

Historical/ Archaeological
Resources Survey Report Haskell Project 2130 Nevada
Street, Near the City of Redlands
San Bernardino County,
California

Outside

Michael Hogan

Historical/Archaeological
Resources Survey: Trojan Groves,
Assessor’s Parcel Nos. 0167-09109 through -12, City of Redlands,
San Bernardino County,
California

Outside

2004

2004

2006

2005

2006

LSA
Associates,
Inc.

Outside
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CHRIS
Report
No. (SB-)

05788

05857

06758

07460

07663

Year

Author(s)

Title

Affiliation

Proximity
to Project
Area

Jennifer M.
Sanka

Phase I Cultural Resource
Assessment and Paleontological
Records Review, Redlands
Commerce Center Project,
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

2008

Jennifer M.
Sanka

Phase I Cultural Resource
Assessment and Paleontological
Records Review, Holy Name of
Jesus Catholic Church Project,
Redlands, San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

2004

Christopher
Lee

2012

Daniel M.
Perez, Daniel
Ballester, and
Nina Gallardo

2006

2014

Jeanette A.
McKenna

07823

2014

Bai "Tom"
Tang

07959

1998

Roger G.
Hatheway

08097

2014

Shelly Long

Cultural Resources Technical
Report: Emergency Protection,
County of San Bernardino, and
City of Rancho Cucamonga
Identification and Evaluation of
Historic Properties; Discharge
Ditches at San Bernardino
International Airport, City of San
Bernardino, San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

CRM Tech

A Phase I Cultural Resources
Investigation for the Newland
Homes 30.94 Acre Property in
the City of Redlands, San
Bernardino County, California
Due-Diligence
Historical/Archaeological
Resources Survey: Third Street
Between Victoria Avenue and
Palm Avenue Between the Cities
of Highland and San Bernardino,
San Bernardino County,
California
Determination of Eligibility for 50
Buildings in the City of San
Bernardino
Archaeological Survey Report
State Route 210 Mixed Flow
Lane Addition from Highland
Avenue to San Bernardino
Avenue, Cities of Highland,
San Bernardino, Redlands and
Portions of San Bernardino
County, California

Outside

Outside

CRM Tech

Outside

Hatheway and
Associates

Outside

ICF
International

Partially
Inside
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Previous Studies within the Project APE
Below are descriptions of previous cultural resources studies that overlapped all or portions of the
Project APE. These summaries describe the level of effort and results of the previous studies.

SB-01808 (1988)
This project was completed for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to inventory 10,000-acres of land
within the Santa Ana River drainage from Mentone to Norco, California (Hampson et al. 1988). The
study provided information that there were no prehistoric sites within the project area in either
Riverside or San Bernardino counties. There were 25 prehistoric sites within one mile of the project
area in Riverside County, and 14 prehistoric sites within one mile of the project in San Bernardino
County. There were 23 historic sites within or immediately adjacent to the project area in San
Bernardino County, and an additional four historic sites within and one immediate adjacent to the
project area. A total of 9 prehistoric sites, 53 historic sites, 2 multicomponent, and 6 historic isolates
were documented as a part of this study. No resources were found in the vicinity of the current project
area. The percolation ponds were within the project boundary as part of this survey; however, it does
not appear to have been surveyed due to heavy vegetation.

SB-02062 (1990)
This study was an archival research document for P&D Technologies for a proposed sand and gravel
mining and processing facility located in the City of Highland (Foster 1990). This study was a records
search addendum to the previous work completed by Hampson et al (1988). The records search area
incorporated a large area within the Santa Ana River drainage including the percolation ponds of the
WWTP. The records search resulted in 12 previously recorded historic resources with 17 additional
potentially historic resources within the records search area. None of the identified resources overlaps
the current Project area.

SB-03141 (1995)
This study was completed for the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) for the
reconstruction and widening of Alabama Street over the Santa Ana River (Love 1995). A portion of
the western side of the percolation ponds was included in this project area. A historic property survey
report (HPSR) and archaeological survey report (ASR) were completed in lieu of this proposed project.
No previously recorded sites or any new archaeological sites were encountered during the study.

SB-4048 (2001)
This survey and evaluation of historic properties for the EPA, the City of Redlands, and Tom Dodson
and Associates was completed for a proposed recycled water project (Love 2001). Three parcels
including the main part of the WWTP off Nevada Street were surveyed. Two previously identified
historic resources: CA-SBR-7139H and CA-SBR-9991H were identified and relocated. Both resources
were recommended not eligible for both the NRHP and CRHR, yet these resources were
recommended eligible as resources of local historic interest. No new resources were found within the
survey areas. Neither previously recorded resource is found within the current WWTP Project area;
however, CA-SBR-9991H is adjacent to the current project area along Nevada Street.

SB-08097 (2014)
Completed for the Cities of Highland, San Bernardino, and Redlands; unincorporated San Bernardino
County; Caltrans; and the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG), this ASR was
prepared for a proposed project to widen State Route 210 from Sterling Avenue in San Bernardino to
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San Bernardino Avenue in Redlands (Long 2014). This project’s study area overlaps the east end of
the percolation ponds for the WWTP. A total of 48 resources were recorded within 1 mile of the APE
of that study. No resources were found within the current WWTP Project area.

4.2.2

Previously Identified Cultural Resources within One Mile of the Project Area

The SCCIC records search identified 24 previously-documented resources within 1 mile of the Project
area, including four historic-age (i.e., 50 years old or older) built environment resources, 19 historicage sites, and one prehistoric isolated find consisting of a lithic biface. None of the previously-recorded
resources are located within the Project area. All 24 resources are detailed in Table 2, below.
Table 2. Previously-Documented Resources within One Mile of the Project Area
Primary
No. (P-36-)

Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

Age and
Type

NRHP
Eligibility
Status

006084

CA-SBR-6084H

Historic Site

N/A

006095

CA-SBR-6095H

Historic Site

N/A

006096

CA-SBR-6096H

Historic Site

N/A

006097

CA-SBR-6097H

Historic Site

N/A

007052

CA-SBR-7052H

Historic Built
Environment,
Historic Site

N/A

007139

CA-SBR-7139H

Historic site

N/A

007765

CA-SBR-7765H

Historic Site

N/A

007766

CA-SBR-7766H

Historic Site

N/A

7767

CA-SBR-7767H

Historic Site

N/A

007768

CA-SBR-7768H

Historic Site

N/A

Resource
Description
AH04 (Privies/
dumps/trash scatters)
AH04 (Privies/
dumps/trash scatters)
AH04 (Privies/
dumps/trash scatters)
AH04 (Privies/
dumps/trash scatters)
AH02 (Foundations/
structure pads); AH06
(Water conveyance
system); HP02 (Single
family property);
HP04 (Ancillary
building)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system);
AH07 (Roads/ trails/
railroad grades);
AH16 (Other)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system);
AH16 (Other)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system);
AH16 (Other)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system);
AH11 (Walls/fences);
AH16 (Other)
AH02 (Foundations/
structure pads); AH05
(Wells/cisterns);
AH06 (Water
conveyance system);
AH11 (Walls/fences);
AH15 (Standing

Proximity to
Project Area
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside

Outside

Outside

Outside
Outside

Outside

Outside
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Primary
No. (P-36-)

Trinomial
(CA-SBR-)

NRHP
Eligibility
Status

008135

CA-SBR-8135H

Historic Site

N/A

008137

CA-SBR-8137H

Historic Site

N/A

009990

CA-SBR-9990H

Historic Site

N/A

009991

CA-SBR-9991H

Historic Site

N/A

012468

CA-SBR-12260H

Historic Site

N/A

Historic Built
Environment
Historic Built
Environment

012531
012532

012852

CA-SBR-12386H

013514

N/A
N/A

Historic Site

N/A

Historic Built
Environment

N/A

013775

CA-SBR-12663H

Historic Site

N/A

013783

CA-SBR-12669H

Historic Site

N/A

032488

CA-SBR-32488H

Historic Site

N/A

032489

CA-SBR-32489H

Historic Site

N/A

Prehistoric
Isolate

N/A

060203

4.3

Age and
Type

Resource
Description
structures); AH16
(Other)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system)
AH03 (Landscaping/
orchard); AH15
(Standing structures)
AH02 (Foundations/
structure pads); AH05
(Wells/cisterns)
AH03 (Landscaping/
orchard); HP30
(Trees/vegetation)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system)
HP02 (Single family
property)
HP02 (Single family
property)
AH03 (Landscaping/
orchard); AH04
(Privies/dumps/trash
scatters); AH06
(Water conveyance
system)
HP02 (Single family
property)
AH04 (Privies/
dumps/trash
scatters); AH06
(Water conveyance
system)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system)
AH06 (Water
conveyance system)
AP16 (Other)

Proximity to
Project Area

Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside

Outside

Outside

Outside

Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside

HISTORIC MAP REVIEW

Historic aerials and topographic maps of the Project area were reviewed prior to the field research.
Historic aerials are available from 1930, 1952, 1959, 1966, 1979, 1990, and 1994 (FrameFinder 2019)
and USGS topographic maps from 1899, 1954, 1967, 1988, and 1996 (USGS 2019). Historic aerials of
the area from 1930 to 1966, shows the vicinity of the Project was largely agricultural with several large
orchards south of the Santa Ana River drainage. After 1966 the first WWTP has been built, with two
primary clarifying tanks, a central control building (maintenance building today), two digesters, drying
beds, and aeration tanks on the edge of the riverbed. After 1979, the aerial shows that the WWTP
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expanded to include several other structures, tanks, drying beds, and buildings. On the east side of
Alabama Street, the percolation ponds have been constructed. By 1990 and 1994, the WWTP has
expanded south to incorporate an area that was historically an orchard. Several drying beds, a new
access road, and a large control building were constructed here. According to the San Bernardino
Property Information System, this orchard was located on two parcels: 0292041360000 and
0292041370000. These two parcels were transferred to the City of Redlands in 1985.
The historic topographic maps from 1899 to 1967 shows that the vicinity of the Project area was largely
undeveloped and agricultural. Alabama Street is apparent at least since 1899, Palmetto Avenue and
Nevada Street are apparent since 1954. There are five structures or homes located on orchard lands
adjacent to the location of the 1966 WWTP. There are three homes on an unnamed dirt road west of
the WWTP on the terrace edge above the Santa Ana River, a home on an unnamed street north of
Palmetto Avenue and south of the WWTP, and a home on the west side of Alabama Street southeast
of the WWTP. None of these homes are within the current Project area. In 1966, an unnamed dirt
road is evident bisecting the area where the percolation ponds would be built. By 1967, that east-west
dirt road has disappeared. There is no indication of the percolation ponds on any of the topographic
maps. Additional buildings are depicted on the 1988 and 1996 maps south of the WWTP near existing
farmhouses, outside the current Project area. The Foothill Highway (I-210) is depicted on the 1996
map east of the percolation ponds.

4.4

TRIBAL CONSULTATION

A search of the Sacred Lands File was conducted by the NAHC on May 9, 2019. The search request
resulted in a positive finding for the Project area. No information on the location or nature of the find
was included in the response. The NAHC recommended that the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
be contacted for more information. The NAHC also provided a Tribal Consultation List of 14 contacts
representing 13 Native American groups.
Project notification letters were sent by the City on April 15, 2021 to ten individuals representing seven
Native American Tribes, including the following:








Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians (ACBCI)
Morongo Band of Mission Indians
Quechan Tribe of the Fort Yuma Reservation (Quechan Tribe)
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians (SMBMI)
Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla Indians
Serrano Nation of Mission Indians
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians

Two additional letters were sent on May 26, 2021 to individuals representing the following Native
American Tribes:



Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians – Kizh Nation
Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians

The letters included a detailed project description, summary of the cultural resources investigations
conducted, maps of the project area, and an invitation to consult on the Project under AB 52. To date,
responses have been received from the ACBCI, Quechan Tribe, SMBMI, and Gabrieleno Band of
Mission Indians.
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On April 21, 2021, the Historic Preservation Officer of the Quechan Tribe sent an email to the City
stating that the Tribe has no comments on the Project and defers to more local Tribes.
On April 21, 2021, Ryan Nordness, Cultural Resources Analyst for the SMBMI send an email to the
City stating that the Project exists within Serrano ancestral territory and is of interest to the Tribe. Mr.
Nordness further stated that, due to the location and nature of the proposed Project and the Tribe’s
knowledge of the area, the SMBMI does not have any concerns with implementation of the Project as
planned, but requested that five mitigation measures be included in the permits/plans/conditions for
the Project. Mr. Nordness requested copies of the Project’s permit/plans/conditions to the SMBMI
may review the included mitigation language. On April 26, 2021, Mr. Nordness sent a second email to
the City stating that the Project is not located in close proximity to any known sacred lands, but the
Tribe is interested in consulting on the Project under AB 52.
On May 20, 2021, the City received a letter from the Lacy Padilla, Archaeologist with the Tribal Historic
Preservation Office of the ACBCI stating that the Project is within the Tribe’s Traditional Use Area.
The Tribe has requested formal government-to-government consultation under AB 52, a copy of the
SCCIC records search with associated survey reports and site records, and copies of any cultural
resources documentation generated in connection with the Project.
On June 3, 2021, the Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians requested formal government-togovernment consultation under AB 52.
Consultation under AB 52 concluded on October 8, 2021. Copies of correspondence with the
NAHC, City, and tribal groups is provided in Appendix B.

5.0 FIELD INSPECTION/SURVEY METHODS
AND RESULTS
5.1

FIELD METHODS

Paleo Solutions archaeologist Dean Duryea, Jr., M.A./RPA conducted an intensive field survey of the
approximately WWTP facility and percolation ponds on May 6, 2019. That survey included a total of
80.85 acres. Mr. Duryea employed a selective survey and documentation standard to document the
historic built environment of the WWTP, photo-documenting features, structures, and buildings from
the 1962 and 1972 building phases. Survey of open land was completed for areas that did not have any
built environment or heavy disturbances.
On May 3, 2021, Paleo Solutions archaeologist Antonio Cortez conducted a field survey of the newlyadded force main pipeline that connects the WWTP facility and the percolation ponds to the east. The
proposed pipeline alignment was surveyed to a width of 30 meters (100 feet) on either side of the
centerline of the pipeline, for a total survey corridor width of 60 meters (200 feet). The total survey
area for the proposed pipeline included 5.5 acres.
The vast majority of the WWTP facility has been disturbed and/or developed; therefore, standard
pedestrian survey techniques could not be accomplished. Open areas (less than 18 acres total) that were
surveyed for surface manifestations of cultural resources include the periphery of the percolation ponds,
the property boundary of the WWTP, open areas around modern drying beds and the modern control
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building on the terrace above the original WWTP, and the proposed force main pipeline alignment
(see Figure 3). Surveyed areas were closely inspected for evidence of prehistoric or historic-age
archaeological materials and historic-age structures or features using pedestrian transects spaced no
more than 15 meters apart. While the entire property was inspected for historic-age and prehistoric
resources, less than 25 percent of the Project area has open, undisturbed ground that could provide an
opportunity for intensive survey.
The Project area boundaries during the May 2019 and May 2021 surveys were verified using a handheld global positioning system (GPS) unit. The setting and disturbances were recorded and photodocumented using a digital camera. All photographs and documentation are on file at the Paleo
Solutions’ Monrovia, California office.
Cultural resources such as structures, features, and artifact scatters were recorded and mapped using
an iPad with the ESRI Collector software. Structural features were measured and photographed. A
short narrative and description of each building, structure, object, features, and artifact locus was
written, defining the relationship within the WWTP complex. Examination of the interior of structures
and features was not conducted for most features due to limited access or safety precautions. When
feasible, interiors were checked and found to contain machinery and items associated with the WWTP.
Applicable notes were recorded. All site constituents were recorded in detail. Survey activities and
results was summarized using the Survey123 application on an iPad.

5.2

FIELD RESULTS

The Project area is almost entirely developed as the WWTP. All historic-age buildings and structures
were recorded and evaluated as one resource (the Redlands WWTP). Additional pre-WWTP historicage features and artifacts were discovered during the course of this field study. These features and
artifacts were recorded as part of the Redlands WWTP site. No prehistoric resources were documented
during the field survey.
Redlands WWTP
The 1962 WWTP remains largely intact. A total of two buildings, a control building and a garage (the
present maintenance shop and line maintenance department building), two primary clarifiers, one
primary digester, one reserve digester, five drying beds, several ancillary pump stations or housings, an
access road (Mill St.) and a concrete-lined ditch remain from this initial period of construction. In 1972,
the facility was updated to include additional structures, tanks, drying beds, ponds, pumps, and other
apparatus to incorporate more intensive cleaning of water as mandated from environmental legislation
like the Clean Water Act and the standards from the EPA. A total of seven additional buildings (the
effluent pump station, the a dissolved air floatation thickener/ waste sludge (DAFT/WS) pump station,
the sludge pump station, the digester control building, the blower building, the headworks building,
and the peak pond pump station), the headworks facility, the aeration basins and blower facility, one
additional primary clarifier, two secondary clarifiers, one additional digester, one methane storage tank,
two de-gassing ponds, one trickling filter tank, one trickling filter clarifier, a peak pond, a peak pond
pump station, DAFT/ WS tank, an effluent pump station, five drying basins, and eight percolation
ponds (off Alabama St.) were built during this period of construction, and remain present today. Since
1972, the facility has undergone several updates and additional construction episodes: 1987, 200, and
2010. All treated wastewater is pumped to percolation ponds in which the treated water saturates back
into the local aquifer.
A total of 38 historic-age features (Features 1 to 37 and Feature 39) associated with the 1962 and 1972
periods of construction of the WWTP were recorded (Figures 4 through 15). In addition, two elements
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of the previous land use prior to establishment of the WWTP were identified and recorded as feature
38 and Locus 1 (see Figure 4). These features and artifacts date to the mid-Twentieth century and
represent agricultural activities. The first discovery is the remnant of a concrete pad and steel base for
a wind machine (Feature 38). The pad has been removed from its original location and is partly
demolished. The location of the foundation does not correspond with any aerial or topographic map.
It was likely associated with the orchard that was historically located on the terrace above and south of
the WWTP that was demolished in the 1990s.
The other discovery was a historic trash concentration (Locus 1) located along the top of the terrace
above the digesters and methane storage tank. The artifact concentration consists of domestic trash
from the mid-Twentieth century including several complete bottles. All of this trash appears to be a
secondary deposit from a nearby residence located outside the Project area.
A California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 site record was prepared and is included
in Appendix C. All 38 features and Locus 1 are described below.

Feature 1: Building 2, Maintenance Building. This building was the Control Building, according

to 1962 and 1972 plans. It is a one-story rectangular building with an entrance on the west side, a garage
door on the east side, and a garage door on the northwest corner. The building is built of cinder blocks
and concrete, built on a concrete pad; it has a flat roof with two swamp coolers, a bathroom on the
exterior on the south side, and an air compressor on the east side. The layout of the building is a
garage/ workshop (originally office/ laboratory) in the middle with two offices on the south side, a
secondary garage and maintenance/ storage room on the north side. The building measures 74 feet
(ft.) (N-S) x 45 ft. (E-W) x 10 ft. tall.

Feature 2: Building 10, Line Maintenance Department Building. This building was the Garage,

according to 1962 and 1972 plans. It is a one-story rectangular building with an entrance on the west
side, and a covered storage area on the east side with two Conex storage lockers. The building is built
of cinder blocks and concrete, built on a concrete pad; it has a flat roof, and wood treatments around
the windows and doorway on the west side. The building measures 37 ft. (N-S) x 22 ft. (E-W) x 10 ft.
tall.

Feature 3: Building 3, Headworks Building. This building houses the pumps and electronics for

the headworks facility, which takes in the raw sewage and begins the process of cleaning and
reclamation, according to the 1972 plans. It is a rectangular building built at the rear of the headworks
structure. The structure is located south of the primary clarifying tanks (Feature 22a). It is built of
cinder blocks and concrete with a flat roof and has doors on the west side of the building. The building
shares the same concrete foundation as the headworks structure (Feature 11). The building measures
37 ft. (N-S) x 15 ft. (E-W) x 10 ft. tall.

Feature 4: Building 4, Filter-Clarifier Pond Pump Station. This building houses the electronics,

controls, and pumps for the peak pond, clarifier tanks and filters, according to the 1972 plans. It was
built just east of the peak storage pond (Feature 34), and adjacent to the filter clarifying tank (Feature
24). It is built of cinder blocks and concrete with a flat roof and has doors on the south and east sides
of the building. Three pumps are located on the north side of the building. The building measures 36
ft. (N-S) x 14 ft. (E-W) x 10 ft. tall and appears unused.

Feature 5: Building 5, Digester Control Building. This building houses the controls and electronics

for Digesters 1 and 2 and the Reserve Digester, according to the 1972 plans. It was built between
Digesters 1 and 2 (Features 14 and 16). It is a one and half story rectangular building with Digester 1
on the north side and Digester 2 on the south side. It is built of cinder blocks and concrete with a flat
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roof and has doors on the east and west side of the building. There is a steel gangway over the building
connecting both digesters. The building measures 26 ft. (N-S) x 29 ft. (E-W) x 13 ft. tall.

Feature 6: Building 6, Blower Building. This building houses the controls, electronics, and blowers

for aerating the treated sewage for nitrification, according to the 1972 plans. It was built north of
Maintenance Building (Feature 1). It is a one-story rectangular building that is connected to the aeration
tanks. It is built of cinder blocks and concrete with a flat roof and has doors on the west and south
sides of the building. A secondary annex structure was added to the east side sometime in the modern
past. The building measures 42 ft. (E-W) x 23 ft. (N-S) x 11 ft. tall.

Feature 7: Building 7, Return Sludge Pump Station. This building houses the pump station for the

waste sludge and return sludge that has been denitrified, according to the 1972 plans. It is a one-story
rectangular building with entrances on the north and south sides. It is built of cinder blocks and
concrete with a flat roof and has been built below the present ground surface. It is built at least two
feet below the surface. The structure has an open grating and sump area on the west side. The building
measures 40 ft. (N-S) x 27 ft. (E-W) x 6 ft. tall.

Feature 8: Chlorination Station. This open building housed chlorination equipment in 1972, but it

is a maintenance shed today. Equipment and materials are laid down on the west and south sides of
the structure along with two Conex storage lockers. The structure is located just south of the trickling
filter tank (Feature 23). The structure is open on the north side with the west wall and half the south
wall built of cinder blocks and concrete. The rest of the south wall and east wall is constructed of Ibeams and corrugated sheeting. The roof is flat and constructed of corrugated sheeting. Equipment
and materials are stored inside the structure. The building measures 55 ft. (E-W) x 15 ft. (N-S) x 12 ft.
tall.

Feature 9: Building 8, DAFT/ WS Thickener Pump Station. This structure houses the electronics,

pumps for waste sludge to be further combined as a process of separating liquids from solids, according
to the 1972 plans. It is located directly east of Digester 1 (Feature 16). The structure is built on a
concrete pad, built of steel I-beams and cinder blocks with a corrugated steel roof. Along the wall is
an array of electronics for managing power to the various facilities and structures. There are no walls
on the west, south and east sides. There is an odd pyramid shaped structure on the south side of the
structure, that is no longer in use. According to the 1972 plans, this structure was to burn off waste
gas. The WS pump station is connected to the sludge thickener tank (Feature 31). The structure
measures 26 ft. (E-W) x 24 ft. (N-S) x 9 ft. tall.

Feature 10: Building 11, Stand-by Power Facility. This structure is an open-framework building

housing electronics and a generator in case of emergencies, according to the 1972 plans. These
electronics and generator come on-line in the event of a power outage. The structure is built on a
concrete pad, built of steel I-beams and cinder blocks with a corrugated steel roof. Along the wall is
an array of electronics for managing power to the various facilities and structures. A power generator
is located within a metal storage locker also under the roof. There are no walls on the west, north or
east sides. It is located next to the Effluent Pump Station (Feature 29). The building measures 28 ft.
(E-W) x 15 ft. (N-S) x 9 ft. tall. Appears unused.

Feature 11: Headworks. This structure is the facility that encounters raw sewage first and begins the

process of separating solids from liquids. The headworks machinery is modern, but the structure is
much the same as the 1972 plans. The concrete foundation and structure are from 1972. The structure’s
footprint measures 98 ft. (E-W) x 30 ft. (N-S) x 9 ft. tall. There are underground elements to this
structure, which were not recorded due to limited access.
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Feature 12a/b: Primary Clarifier Tanks 1/ 2. These structures are two large, long tanks that separate
floating solids from settling solids from the effluent after going through the headworks. These two
tanks were built in 1962. These tanks are steel tanks built into reinforced concrete with two concrete
and steel walkways or gangways at either end going across the tanks, and gangways going along the
edges and between the two tanks. Three concrete structural supports have been built across each tank.
Guardrails have been built around each tank. A motor operates a baffle and gears between the two
tanks to agitate the sewage and help settle the sludge. At the west end of the tank is a skimming trough
and weir troughs for floating waste. The sludge is then pumped out into a secondary clarifier tank. A
sludge pump station is located to the east of the tanks. It is underground. On the east end is an open
grating with running effluent underneath that flows the untreated effluent into the tanks. On the west
end is the sorted effluent, that moves onto other facilities within the WWTP. Both tanks and
surrounding grated areas measure 105 ft. (E-W) x 38 ft. (N-S) x ~11 ft. deep. Tank 1 was empty during
this recording. The east end has a chain drive for the agitators and the motor to connect and the tank
dips down another 12 feet to siphon the settled sludge.
Feature 13: Sludge Pump Room. This structure is underground and only the skylight and entrance

could be seen during this recording. It was built in 1962 to pump sludge to the primary clarifier tanks
(Feature 12 a/b). It was built directly behind the tanks on the east end. According to the 1962 plans, it
is an underground rectangular structure with a stairway on the southeast corner and a skylight directly
above the room. The structure’s footprint measures 24 ft. (E-W) x 29 ft. (N-S) x 14 ft. under the
ground.

Feature 14: Digester 2. This cylindrical structure was originally Digester 1, according to the 1962
plans. In 1972, it was renamed Digester 2. It is located east of Building 2 (Feature 1), and presently
connected to Building 5 (Feature 5). It a steel and concrete cylindrical structure on a concrete
foundation with steel piping on the exterior. It is connected to the reserve digester (Feature 15) located
directly east. The structure measures 45 ft. (diameter) x 28 ft. tall.
Feature 15: Reserve Digester. This cylindrical structure was originally the Secondary Digester,
according to the 1962 plans. It is located directly east of Digester 2 (Feature 14). It a steel and concrete
cylindrical structure on a concrete foundation with steel piping on the exterior. A steel gangway
connects both digesters together at the top. The structure measures 45 ft. (diameter) x 28 ft. tall.
Feature 16: Digester 1. This cylindrical structure was built in 1972. It is located east of Building 2
(Feature 1), and presently connected to Building 5 (Feature 5). It is a steel and concrete cylindrical
structure on a concrete foundation with steel piping on the exterior. It is connected to the reserve
digester (Feature 15) located to the southeast. The structure measures 45 ft. (diameter) x 28 ft. tall.

Feature 17: Secondary Clarifying Tank 1. This cylindrical structure was originally named the

Nitrification Clarifier #1, according to the 1972 plans. It is a cylindrical concrete structure with a steel
center structure that rotates a rake boom to agitate the effluent. It is located north of Secondary
Clarifier Tank 2 (Feature 18) and adjacent to Building 7 (Feature 7). A steel gangway connects both
clarifier tanks together. A concrete and steel grate distribution structure is located just east of both
tanks (Feature 19). The structure measures 86 ft. (diameter) x 3 ft. above the ground surface. According
to the 1972 plans, the structure is at least 18 ft. deep.

Feature 18: Secondary Clarifying Tank 2. This cylindrical structure was originally named the

Nitrification Clarifier #2, according to the 1972 plans. It is a cylindrical concrete structure with a steel
center structure that rotates a rake boom to agitate the effluent. It is located south of Secondary
Clarifier Tank 1 (Feature 17) and adjacent to Building 7 (Feature 7). A steel gangway connects both
clarifier tanks together. A concrete and steel grate distribution structure is located just east of both
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tanks (Feature 19). The structure measures 86 ft. (diameter) x 3 ft. above the ground surface. According
to the 1972 plans, the structure is at least 18 ft. deep.

Feature 19: Distribution Structure. This concrete and steel grate structure is located east of

Secondary Clarifier Tanks 1 and 2 (Features 17 and 18). It is a cruciform structure made of reinforced
concrete with an open steel grate on top with running effluent underneath. It distributes effluent from
the aerator tanks to the secondary clarifying tanks. The structure measures 16 ft. (NE-SE) x 16 ft.
(NW-SW) x 6 ft. tall.

Feature 20: Methane Gas Storage Tank. This tank was designed to store methane produced from

the digesters according to the 1972 plans. The stored methane would be burned off or sold for energy.
The methane tank is located southeast of the digesters (Features 14 to 16). It was relocated from the
location of Digester 1 (Feature 16), according to the 1972 plans. The tank is 12 ft. diameter x 45 feet
long and located on three concrete supports. A concrete pad directly north of the tank consists of
piping, motors, gauges, and instruments panels for monitoring methane into the tank. The concrete
pad measures 14 ft (E-W) x 8 ft. (N-S). The tank is no longer in use.

Feature 21: Aeration Basins. This structure was originally named the Nitrification Basins, according
to 1972 plans. It is located north of Building 2 (Feature 1), and it is connected to Building 6 (Feature
6). This structure is a series of six narrow tanks, each 120 ft. long (N-S) x 20 ft. wide (E-W). Each tank
is connected by sluice gates and valves and air is pumped into each tank from the Blower Building
(Feature 6). Each tank interior is separated by three aluminum baffles. The structure is constructed of
reinforced concrete, built above ground ranging from 6 – 9 ft. in height above the present ground
surface. The tanks are accessed from two stairwells on the southwest and southeast corners. A series
of steel grate walkways are constructed between each tank and to the Blower Building (Feature 6). All
the walkways are protected with guardrails. A concrete influent distribution box structure is located on
the north end of the basins. This rectangular structure is a small pump room for influent and effluent.
It measures 18 ft. (E-W) x 13 ft. (N-S), and 8 ft. tall. The basin’s footprint measures 157 ft. (E-W) x
130 ft. (N-S) x 14 ft. below the ground.
Feature 22a/b: Primary Clarifying Tank 3 and Diversion Box. The main structure is the third

primary clarifying tank (Feature 22a) built next to Primary Clarifying Tank 1 (Feature 12a), according
to the 1972 plans. It is a long, narrow steel tank built into reinforced concrete south of the other
primary clarifying tanks, and north of the modern Primary Clarifying Tank 4. There are walkways on
the west and east ends and walkways between the other tanks, and guardrails have been installed around
the edge of the tank. A series of baffles are built within the tank to move the effluent to skim floating
solids while sludge settles and is pumped from the bottom. A motor to move these agitators is located
on the east end of the tank. At the west end of the tank is a skimming trough and weir troughs for
floating waste. The structure’s footprint measures 127 ft. (E-W) x 28 ft. (N-S) x 12 ft. below the ground.
A diversion box structure (Feature 22b) is located to the east of the tank. It is a reinforced concrete
structure measuring about 10 ft. (E-W) x 8 ft. (N-S) with a short stairway on the east side and an open
grating surface on top. It is about 2 ft. above the ground. It diverts some sewage from the pump room
into Tank 3.

Feature 23: Trickling Filter Tank. This structure is a very large cylindrical structure used to spray

effluent over rocks or some sort of substrate that treats effluent by cleaning the waste with biofilm on
the substrate, according to the 1972 plans. This structure is located northwest of the primary clarifying
tanks (Feature 12a/b). This cylindrical reinforced concrete structure has a central structure made of
steel with four arms reinforced with steel cables and a substrate interior. The structure measures 134
ft. (diameter) x 6 ft. above the ground surface. According to the 1972 plans, the structure is at least 5
ft. deep. This feature appears to be unused.
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Feature 24: Filter Clarifier Tank. This structure is a large cylindrical structure used to filter sludge
from effluent after going through the trickling filter tank, according to the 1972 plans. This structure
is located east of Building 4 (Feature 4). The structure is constructed of reinforced concrete with a
large central structure in the middle made of steel that rotates a large rake that agitates the sludge. A
steel gangway is located on the southeast side and connects to the central structure. A guardrail has
been installed around the edge of the structure. The structure measures 77 ft. (diameter) x 1-2 ft. above
the ground surface. According to the 1972 plans, the structure is at least 14 ft. deep. This feature
appears to be unused.
Feature 25: Filter Pump Station. This pump station would control effluent entering the trickling
filter and filter clarifier tanks (Features 23 and 24) and is located south of those two tanks. It is
constructed of reinforced concrete with a concrete foundation and a concrete gate operation structure
and three large pumps. The structure’s footprint measures 29 ft. (E-W) x 23 ft. (N-S) x 1 ft. above the
ground. The upright gate structure measures 18 ft. (N-S) x 11 ft. (E-W) x 12 ft. above the ground.
There are guardrails and aluminum grating on top of the gate structure. This feature appears to be
unused.
Feature 26: Drying Bed. This feature is labeled a sludge bed on the 1962 plans. It is the last remaining
of four 1962 drying bed on the south side of an access road east of the digesters. The other drying beds
from this period of construction were demolished to make room for Digester 3. The drying bed is a
concrete structure with a ramp on the north end and filled with drying treated sludge. The structure
measures 140 ft. (N-S) x 40 ft. (E-W) x ~3 ft. below the ground.

Feature 27a-d: Drying Beds. These features are labeled sludge beds on the 1962 plans. The drying

beds are concrete structures with a ramp on the south end and filled with drying treated sludge. Each
drying bed measures 140 ft. (N-S) x 40 ft. (E-W) x ~3 ft. below the ground. The westernmost drying
bed appears no longer in use. Overall these drying beds measure 160 ft (E-W) x 140 ft. (N-S) in area.

Feature 28a-c: Drying Beds. These features are labeled sludge beds on the 1972 plans. The drying

beds are concrete structures with a ramp on the south end and filled with drying treated sludge.
Features A and B both measure 210 ft. (N-S) x 38 ft. (E-W) x ~3 ft. below the ground. The easternmost
drying bed (Feature 28c) is shorter measuring 190 ft. (N-S). Overall these drying beds measure 114 ft
(E-W) x 210 ft. (N-S) in area.

Feature 29: Final Effluent Pump Station. This pump station is located north of Building 11 (Feature

10) and was part of the final stage of filtration for treated effluent before it was pumped into the
percolation pits, according to the 1972 plans. This pump station was constructed on a concrete pad
with two large pumps and motors and two large pipes and electrical equipment. The concrete pad
measures 29 ft (E-W) x ~18 ft. (N-S) in area.

Feature 30: DAFT/ WS Tank. This structure is labeled the Waste Sludge Thickener Tank on the

1972 plans. It would further combine particles of sludge caught in the effluent matrix during treatment.
This tank is connected to the pump house of Building 8 (Feature 9). It is a cylindrical concrete tank
and is located adjacent to Digesters 1 and 2 and Building 5 (Features 5, 14, and 16). The structure’s
footprint measures 25 ft. (diameter) x 11 ft. above the ground. There is a stairway on the north side of
the structure to gain access to the top of the structure.

Feature 31a-d: Drying Beds. These features are labeled Sludge Beds, according to the 1972 plans.
The drying beds are east of the Degasification Ponds (Features 32 and 33). The drying beds are concrete
structures with a ramp on the south end and filled with drying treated sludge. Each drying bed measures
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slightly longer from west to east: 186 to 212 ft. (N-S) x 40 ft. (E-W) x ~3 ft. below the ground. Overall
these drying beds measure 160 ft (E-W) x 212 ft. (N-S) in area.

Feature 32: Degasification Pond 1. This feature is labeled Supernatant Degasification Facility 1,

according to the 1972 plans. This structure is located east of the Feature 26 (Drying Bed). It is a
reinforced concrete reservoir that is sloped towards the middle and has an aluminum gangway on the
south end with a small pump station labeled supernatant decant box on the 1972 plans. This small
structure is located on the south side of the reservoir. Overall this feature measures 156 ft. (N-S) x 81
ft (E-W) x 10 ft. deep.

Feature 33: Degasification Pond 2. This feature is labeled Supernatant Degasification Facility 2,

according to the 1972 plans. This structure is located directly east of the Degasification Pond 1 (Feature
32). It is a reinforced concrete reservoir that is sloped towards the middle and has an aluminum
gangway on the south end with a small pump station labeled supernatant decant box on the 1972 plans.
This small structure is located on the south side of the reservoir. Overall this feature measures 181 ft.
(N-S) x 81 ft (E-W) x 10 ft. deep.

Feature 34: Peak Pond. This large reservoir is labeled the Peak Storage Pond, according to the 1972
plans. It is a large, lined reservoir west of Building 4 (Feature 4) and served to store primary clarifier
effluent during treatment processes. There is a cable guardrail around the boundary of the feature. The
lining is a heavy plastic, and the pond is bounded by asphalt. Overall this feature measures 215 ft. (NS) x 185 ft (E-W) x 8 ft. deep.
Feature 35: Percolation Ponds. These large ponds are located east of Alabama Street, according to
the 1972 plans. The earthen reservoirs are rectangular in shape and vary in size and elevation. The
easternmost pond is higher in elevation but is also the smallest pond. The westernmost pond is lowest
in elevation and the largest. There are eight ponds. Each pond is separated by an earthen berm and
large pipes to pump water into each pond on the south ends of the ponds. These ponds extend from
Alabama St. to I-210 (Foothill Freeway). A dirt road bounds the entire area. Each pond can be accessed
by a slope on the southern end of each pond. The entire percolation area is roughly 2,360 (E-W) x
1,190 (N-S) area. Each pond varies in size from 1,050 ft. (N-S) to 400 ft. (N-S), and 225 ft. (E-W) to
350 ft. (E-W).
Feature 36: WWTP Access Road. This one-lane asphalt road is labeled “Mill Street” according to

Google Maps. However, according to the 1962 plans, this road is simply labeled Access Road. It is a
one-lane asphalt road that was constructed from the end of Nevada Street into the WWTP property
and terminates at Building 2 (Feature 1). The road is 20 ft. wide with 3 ft. asphalt curbs. The road is
850 ft. long.

Feature 37: Drainage Ditch. This concrete-lined drainage ditch is located along the base of the slope
on the southern edge of the historic-age WWTP, according to 1962 and 1972 plans. The ditch was 3
ft. wide at the top and 2 ft. deep according to the 1962 plans. During the 1972 update to the WWTP,
the drainage was enlarged on the east side of the expanded property. The ditch is rectangular in crosssection, measuring 8 ft. across and 2 feet deep. The ditch transitions into a vee-shape at Degasification
Pond 1 (Feature 32). This vee-shaped ditch extends across the property to the Headworks (Feature 11)
where the ditch goes into an underground storm drain system. The vee-shaped ditch is 5 feet wide and
2 feet deep.
Feature 38: Concrete Pad. A concrete pad located on the slope above the WWTP. This pad has been

moved from its original location, which was on the terrace above the WWTP to the east. It a squareshaped concrete pad, measuring 5 x 5 ft. and 4 inches thick. It has a large steel base for a wind machine.
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Likely, this concrete pad was used in an orchard for a wind machine. Inscribed into the concrete are
the words, “Armstrong Ranch/ circle 4/ 1958”. It has been partially demolished.

Feature 39: Water Fitting Access Structure. This structure was identified along the proposed

alignment for the force main pipeline, about halfway between the main WWTP facility and the
percolation ponds to the east. The concrete structure measures 2.5 feet in diameter by 3 feet tall. There
is a ladder in the opening that leads to a water fitting. The feature is in line with an existing buried
pipeline that not visible within the project area.

Locus 1: Refuse Deposit. This artifact concentration is located on the edge of a river terrace above

the WWTP, east of the modern utility road. This artifact concentration consists of mid-20th Century
trash including glass fragments, metal fragments, whiteware ceramic sherds, plastic fragments, and
several complete glass bottles. All of this trash is piled into several small push piles, probably created
during the construction of modern drying beds located south on the terrace of the WWTP. Four bottles
were analyzed for dating purposes. All of these bottles are amber glass beer bottles, with maker’s marks:
“Obear-Nestor”, Owens-Illinois, “Ball” and unknown brand with a keystone symbol, all dating from
the mid-20th Century (Briggs 2018; Lockhart et al. 2018).
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Figure 4. Location of Historic-Age Features within Redlands WWTP Facility
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Figure 5. Percolation Ponds (Feature 35) in Redlands WWTP Site.
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Artifact Locus
Figure 6. Overview of WWTP, Digester Tank 2 and Reserve Digester and Methane Gas
Storage Tank (1972), looking northeast. Note artifact locus on terrace edge above WWTP, on
left side of image.

Figure 7. Overview of Percolation Ponds (1972), looking southeast.
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Figure 8. Overview of Drying Beds (1962), looking north.

Figure 9. Overview of Building 11 (Stand-by Power Facility) and the Final Effluent Pump
Station (1972), looking northwest.
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Figure 10. Overview of Drying Beds (1972), looking northwest.

Figure 11. Overview of Building 8 (DAFT/ WS Pump Station), and DAFT/ WS Tank (1972),
looking southeast.
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Figure 12. Overview of Building 3 (Headworks Building) and Headworks (1972), looking
northwest.

Figure 13. Overview of project area, modern drying beds, looking northwest.
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Figure 14. Overview of Feature 39, Water Fitting Access Structure, looking north.

Figure 15. Close-Up of Interior of Feature 39.
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6.0 RESOURCE EVALUATION
6.1

EVALUATION METHODS

Paleo Solutions conducted an evaluation of WWTP property for eligibility to the NRHP, the CRHR,
and for local designation as a City of Redlands Historic Resource. Evaluations of eligibility for the
NRHP were made using the four NRHP eligibility criteria, A through D, developed by the National
Park Service for assessing the historical significance of cultural resources (see Section 2.1, Federal
Regulations, above). At least one criterion of the National Register Criteria of Evaluation must be met
for a property to be considered eligible to the NRHP (National Park Service 1991).
Similarly, the CRHR uses four eligibility criteria for evaluation of potential historic resources, (see
Section 2.2, State Regulations, Above). At least one criterion must be met for a property to be
considered eligible to the CRHR (California Department of Parks and Recreation 1998a).
In addition to historical significance, a property must have integrity to be eligible for the NRHP or the
CRHR. Integrity is the property’s ability to convey its demonstrated historical significance. Seven
individual elements comprise integrity (Table 3). It is not required that a historic property display all
these qualities. A property must display at least two of these aspects of integrity to be considered eligible
for the NRHP or the CRHR (National Park Service 1991; California Department of Parks and
Recreation 1998a, 1998b).
Table 3. Qualities of Integrity Related to Eligibility for the CRHR.
Quality

Description

Location
Design

The place where the resource was constructed, or the historic event occurred.
The combination of elements creating the resource’s form, plan, space,
structure, and style.
The physical environment of the resource.
The physical elements combined at a particular period of time and in a particular
pattern or configuration to form a historical resource.
The physical evidence of the craft of a particular culture or people during any
given period.
The resource’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period
of time.
The direct link between an important historic event or person and the resource.

Setting
Materials
Workmanship
Feeling
Association

Source: California Department of Parks and Recreation 1998a

The City of Redlands maintains its own designation program for historic and scenic properties. There
are 11 eligibility criteria that a property may satisfy to be considered for designation as a City of
Redlands Historic Resource. While it is possible for a property to be eligible under multiple criteria,
only one must be satisfied to merit designation as a City of Redlands Historic Resource (ARG 2017).
The 11 criteria include:
A. It has significant character, interest, or value as part of the development, heritage or
cultural characteristics of the City of Redlands, state of California, or the United States;
B. It is the site of a significant historic event;
C. It is strongly identified with a person or persons who significantly contributed to the
culture, history, or development of the city;
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D. It is one of the few remaining examples in the city possessing distinguishing characteristics of
an architectural type or specimen;
E. It is a notable work of an architect or master builder whose individual work has
significantly influenced the development of the city;
F. It embodies elements of architectural design, detail, materials, or craftsmanship that
represents a significant architectural innovation;
G. It has a unique location or singular physical characteristics representing an established
and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood, community, or the city;
H. It has unique design or detailing;
I. It is a particularly good example of a period or style;
J. It contributes to the historical or scenic heritage or historical or scenic properties of the
city (to include, but not be limited to, landscaping, light standards, trees, curbings, and
signs);
K. It is located within a historic and scenic or urban conservation district, being a
geographically definable area possessing a concentration of historic or scenic properties
which contribute to each other and are unified aesthetically by plan or physical
development.

6.2

EVALUATION RESULTS

6.2.1 NRHP and CRHR Evaluation
The historic components of the Redlands WWTP consists of several buildings, structures,
infrastructure, and features dating from both 1962 and 1972. These elements are historic in age, in
good condition, and in several cases are still maintained, repaired, updated, and in use as a major
functional facility for the WWTP. The buildings and structures that are still in use that date from 1962
include: primary clarifier tanks 1 and 2, Digester 2, Reserve Digester, Building 1 (Maintenance Building),
Building 10 (Line Maintenance Building), access road (Mill Street), the underground sludge pump room,
and the 1962 drying beds (of which five remain). The buildings and structures that are still in use from
1972 include: primary clarifying tank 3, Digester 1, Building 3 (Headworks Building), Headworks
foundation (the structure and equipment are modern), secondary clarifying tanks 1 and 2, Building 5
(Digester Control Building), Building 6 (blower building), Building 7 (Sludge pump station), Building
8 (DAFT/ WS pump station), DAFT/ WS tank, aeration basins, effluent pump station, the
chlorination facilities structure (maintenance shed), 1972 drying beds, degassing ponds 1 and 2, the
peak pond, the drainage ditch, the percolation ponds, and the water fitting access structure (Feature
39). Structures that are no longer in use and date from 1972 include: Building 4 (peak pond pump
station), trickling filter tank, trickling filter clarifier, the trickling filter pump station, the standby power
facility, and the methane gas storage tank.
The historic-age components of the Redlands WWTP retain a large amount of integrity from 1962 and
1972; however, subsequent updates to the facility has diminished the original composition of the facility.
The facility has remained in its location since 1962 and remained in the outskirts of the City, although
the area has undergone modern development from agricultural fields and orchards into industrial
warehouses, losing some of its setting and feeling. The facility retains much of the original design.
Updates are functional, utilitarian, and industrial; the historic components have not changed
significantly since their construction in 1962 and 1972. The facility has not radically changed its
materials, although materials now deemed toxic, like asbestos, have either been removed or are no
longer in use. The reinforced concrete, steel, and aluminum building materials are still used today to
repair and maintain the historic-age buildings and structures. These buildings along with the modern
buildings and structures convey a feeling of industrial-scale water reclamation and sewage control.
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These buildings and structures are representative of industrial architecture common to the modern era.
When these buildings and structures were updated in 1972, this facility was “state of the art” and one
of the most modern and large wastewater facilities in the Inland Empire, according to Ron Kisling, the
Wastewater Operations Manager.
Research indicates that the Redlands WWTP was built on a river terrace and later was expanded to
overlap a historic-age orchard. The Redlands WWTP site was evaluated for NRHP and CRHR
eligibility as a whole, including the 37 features associated with the WWTP and one feature and refuse
concentration that pre-date the WWTP construction.
The WWTP facility was constructed with the intention of modernizing sewage treatment for the
population of Redlands, a common industrial practice in the mid to late 20th Century. The property
today is composed of historic-age and modern buildings, structures, and infrastructure that represents
a major engineering facility for the City of Redlands. However, the Redlands WWTP and the orchard
that pre-dates the WWTP are not tied to any individual person or significant event in history. Therefore,

the Redlands WWTP site is not eligible for the NRHP under Criteria A or B or the CRHR
under Criteria 1 or 2.

None of these buildings and structures at the Redlands WWTP embody distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, region, or method of construction, and it does not represent the work of an important
individual or possess high artistic values. The 1972 facility may represent a technique and technology
representative of a technical process that is important in modern-day convention: the cleaning and
recycling of sewage water for reuse according to modern standards. However, the movement for
reclaimed water was a nationwide standard in response to several federal regulations that prompted the
construction of wastewater treatment facilities across the United States between the 1940s and 1970s
(Burian et al 2000; Lofrano and Brown 2010; Colorado University 2019. The process was not invented
or started at the Redlands WWTP, and the Redlands WWTP facilities are not unique in construction
type or materials. Similarly, the pre-WWTP concrete pad and refuse deposit are typical of agricultural
features and are ubiquitous in the region. They do not embody distinctive characteristics or method of
construction. Therefore; the site is not eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C or the CRHR
under Criterion 3.
The WWTP-related features are common to wastewater treatment facilities and cannot provide
important information beyond the level of current documentation and research. The two finds that
predate the WWTP (Feature 38, concrete pad, and Locus 1, refuse deposit) have been heavily disturbed
and moved out of their original location. They are not unique for the time period and cannot provide
important information about the local history of the area. Therefore, the site, is not eligible for the
NRHP under Criterion D or the CRHR under Criterion 4.
Because the site does not meet any of the criteria necessary for inclusion in the NRHP or the CRHR,
as described above, the Redlands WWTP site is recommended not eligible for either register.

7.2.2

City of Redlands Historic Resource Evaluation

As stated above, the Redlands WWTP was built with the intention of modernizing sewage treatment
for the population of Redlands, a common industrial practice in the mid to late 20th Century. Although
some of the features were ‘State of the Art’ in 1972 for such facilities, the Redlands WWTP does not
possess significant character, interest, or value as part of the development, heritage or cultural
characteristics of the City of Redlands, state of California, or the United States and does not qualify as
a City of Redlands Historic Resource under Criterion A. It is not associated with a significant event or
person who significantly contributed to the culture, history or development of the city and is not
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eligible under Criteria B or C. It does not possess distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type
or specimen, is not a notable work of an architect or master builder, and does not embody elements
of architectural design, detail, materials, or craftsmanship that represents a significant architectural
innovation. Therefore, it is not eligible under Criteria D, E, or F. It is located on the outskirts of town
and is generally obscured from public view, so it does not represent an established and familiar visual
feature of a neighborhood, community, or the city. In fact, it remains hidden today with no outward
sign of the facility until you drive into it. It is surrounded by large earthen berms on the north, west
and east sides. Therefore, it is not eligible under Criterion G. The design and materials of the Redlands
WWTP are common for such facilities; it does not contain a unique design or detailing and is not a
good example of a particular period or style. Therefore, it is not eligible under Criteria H or I. It does
not contribute to the historical or scenic heritage of the city and it is not located within a historic and
scenic or urban conservation district. Therefore, it is not eligible under Criteria J or K. Because the site
does not meet any of the criteria necessary for designation as a City of Redlands Historic Resource,
the WWTP is recommended not eligible for local listing.

7.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This cultural resource assessment was conducted for the proposed WWTP Facility Assessment Project
in compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA, CEQA, and local requirements. To identify cultural
resources that could be affected by the proposed project, Paleo Solutions conducted a cultural
resources records search with the SCCIC, a search of the Sacred Lands File with the NAHC, and an
intensive field survey and built environment documentation of the Project area.
The records search identified 33 previous investigations and 24 previously documented resources
within one mile of the Project area. No resources were identified within the Project area as a result of
the records search. A search of the Sacred Lands File resulted in a positive finding for the Project area.
No information on the location or nature of the find was included in the response. The NAHC
recommended that the SMBMI be contacted for more information. The NAHC also provided a Tribal
Consultation List of 14 contacts representing 13 Native American groups. Project notification letters
were sent by the City to nine Native American Tribes with an invitation to consult on the Project under
AB 52. Responses were received from the ACBCI, Quechan Tribe, the SMBMI, and Gabrieleno Band
of Mission Indians – Kizh Nation. The SMBMI have stated that the Project is not in close proximity
to any known sacred resources. The ACBCI, SMBMI, and Gabrieleno Band of Mission Indians – Kizh
Nation have requested consultation for the Project under AB 52. The Quechan Tribe is deferring to
more local tribes. Consultation under AB 52 is ongoing and anticipated to conclude on July 29, 2021.
An intensive field survey of the current project area was completed by Paleo Solutions on May 6, 2019
with a supplemental survey of the newly-added force main pipeline conducted on May 3, 2021. As a
result of the surveys and background research, the Redlands WWTP was recorded as a historic-age site.
A total of 38 historic-age features (Features 1 to 37 and Feature 39) associated with the 1962 and 1972
periods of construction of the WWTP were recorded. In addition, two elements of the previous land
use prior to establishment of the WWTP were identified (Feature 38, concrete pad, and Locus 1, refuse
deposit).
As part of this study, an evaluation of historic-age Redlands WWTP resource was completed for
eligibility to the NRHP, the CRHR, and local designation as a City of Redlands Historic Resource. As
a result, the site is recommended as not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, the CRHR, or for local
listing. No further work on this resource is required. The Project will have no effect to historic
properties under Section 106 of the NHPA and no impact to historical resources under CEQA.
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The areas within the Santa Ana River drainage are not conducive towards prehistoric site preservation
due to constant flooding events that erode the riverbanks. No prehistoric resources have been recorded
in the vicinity. The soils that compose the terrace above the river in the southern portion of the WWTP
property may have a potential for buried sites, but the property has had heavy disturbances from the
construction and expansion of the WWTP over time and intact subsurface deposits are not expected
to exist.
In the unlikely event that subsurface archaeological materials are identified during ground-disturbing
activities, work shall be halted within 100 feet (30 meters) of the find. A qualified archaeologist shall
be retained to record and evaluated the find. If the unanticipated discovery is determined to be a
historic property under Section 106 of the NHPA or a historical resource or unique archaeological
resource under CEQA, the City shall notify the SHPO, consulting Native American groups, and the
Advisory Council within 48 hours of the discovery. The archaeologist shall develop a mitigation or
treatment plan in consultation with the City that satisfies the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA
and PRC Section 21083.2 and Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines. The mitigation/treatment
plan shall include recordation, on-site preservation, data recovery and curation, and/or other measures
to protect or preserve the significance of the resource. Work shall not resume until the City has given
authorization to resume work.
In the unlikely event that human remains are encountered, all activity within the work location shall be
halted, and City and the San Bernardino County Coroner notified immediately, with procedures
implemented to comply with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(e), California Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5(b), and California PRC 5097.98.
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